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ABSTRACT. For a convex curve in an even-dimensional affine space we introduce aseries of
convex domains (called Young huUs) describe thcir strllcture and give a fornmlaa fo the volume
of the biggest of these domains.

INTRODUCTION

A simple smooth curve in IRm is called con'lJCX if the total multiplicity of its intersection
with any affine hyperplane does not exceed rn. Note that each convex curve is nondegenerate,
Le. has a nondegcnerate osculating rn-frame at each point.

Nondegenerate curves in projective spaces have naturally arisen in many classical geomet
rical problems as weIl as in problems related to linear ordinary differential cquations, see e.g.
[KN,Shr,LiJ. The global topological properties of thc spaccs of such curves were used in the
enumeration of sYluplectic leaves of the Gelfand-Dickcy bracket, [K8h].

The set of all nondegenerate curves (say, with fixed osculating Hags at both endpoints)
contains thc subset of convex curvcs which nünimize thc luaxiInal possible number of in
tcrsection points with hyperplanes. Convex curves corrcspond to a special cIass of linear
ODE called disconjugate. Their propertics were studied, for exalnple, in the cIassical papers
[Ga,Kr,Po] in connection with Stunnian theory and functional analysis. Recently V. Arnold
proposed a generalization of Sturmian theory which in the simplest treated case deals with
the estimation of the nlllnber of flattening points of a curve in IR2n+1 which projects on a
Cllrve cIose to the generalized ellipse (1), see [Ar]. (For thc reader interested in the general
theory of disconjugate linear ODE and convex curves we rccomlnend the survey books [KN]
and (Co].) In the present paper we associate to cach closed convex curve in lR2n a number of
convex domains and study some of their properties.

Note that a convex curve in an odd-dimensional space cau not be closed. A simple exalnple
of a cIosed convex curvc in lR.2n is the nonnalizcd gencrulizcd ellil)Se

(1) (sin t, cos t, 1/2 sin 2t, 1/2 cos 2t, ... , l/n sin nt, 1/n cos nt).

DEFINITION. A tangent hyperplane to a curve is called a support hyperplane if the curve
lies on one side w.r. t. this hyperplane.
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2 V. SEDYKH AND B. SHAPIRO

Let, : SI -+ lR2n be a simple smooth closed eonvcx eurve in IR2n. Then for any point t of
, there exists a support hyperplane passing through this point. For instanee, the osculating
hypcrplane to , at t is a support hyperplane (thc multiplicity of the interseetion of this
hyperplane with , at t is equal to 211,).

DEFINITION. Thc convex hull of a eurve in an affine spaee is the interseetion of all closed
half-spaces eontained this eurve.

1. Schoenberg [Seh] proved that the eonvex hull Cli, of a convcx curve , in 1R2n is the
intersection of a family of closed half-spaees detenllined by support hyperplanes which are
tangent to , at 11, distinet points. Moreover, the Euelidean vohune V ol (Cli,) of its convex
hull cau be expressed by the integral

(2)

where P = (8 1)n denotes the n-dimensional torus.
Note that the support hyperplanes considered by Schoenberg intersect , with the lllaximal

possible multiplicity 211,. Eut there exist other types of support hyperplanes intersecting ,
with such a total multiplicity. These different types are enumerated by the Young diagrams
of area n.

DEFINITION. A support hyperplane to a curve , is said to be a hyperplane of a given
Young type f-L = (k1 , ... , k r ) or just a f-L-hyperplane if it is tangent to , at r pairwise different
points ,(tl)' ... , ,(tr ) with lnultiplicities 2kl, .", 2kr rcsp.

Any Young diagram of area at lllOst 11, defines in the above mentioned way the family of
support hyperplanes to a convex curve ,. Converscly, any support hyperplane to a curve ,
is a support hyperplane with some Young diagram of area at 11lOst n.

REM A RK. Note that for a convex curve , : SI -+ IR2
n and an r- t upIe of points (t 1, ... , t r )

the hyperplane tangent to "'( at "'((tl)' .", ,(tr) with the nniltiplicities 2k1, ... , 2kr resp. where
L: k i = 11, is automatically a support hyperplanc. This explains lllany simplifications which
take place for convex curves in comparison with thc general case.

DEFINITION. The Y071ng (k ll ... , kr ) -hull of a convex curve in , : SI -+ ]R2n is the intersec
tion of all closed half-spaces containing "'( and dcfincd by the support hyperplanes of a given
Young type (k 1 , "., kr ).

Denote by Yli-y(k ll ... , kr ) the Young (k l , ... , kr)-hull of a curve ,.
REMARK. If the area of the Young diagram (k1 , ... , k7,) is less than TL, then Y1l-y (k l , .•• , kr ) =

Yli,(l, ... ,1, k}, "., kr ) whcre the area of Young diagTanl (1, ... , 1, k}, ... , kr ) is equal to n.
Consider now all Young hulls of a curve r defincd by all Young diagrams of area n.

These hulls are enclosed according to the lexicographic order on Young diagrams. Namely,
Y1l-y (k1 , ... , kr ) C Yli-y (k~, ... , k~,) iff (k 1, .", kf') is SlllaIler than (k~, ... , k~,) in the standard
lexicographic order.

Thus, for any Young diagralll (k ll ... , kr ) of area n, we have

where (F~) = (1, ... , 1) (n times). The smalest Young huIl Yli,(l n ) of a curve "'( is its convex
hull C1l-y. The biggest Young hull Yli,(n) also denote by &11., of a curve , is called its
elliptic hult.

The main result of this paper is a charactcrization of the Young hulls of convex curves
in even-diInensionaI spaces and their duals as the convex hulls of SOlne special 'varieties' as
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weIl as a formula for the volume of the elliptic hull [11., similar to (2). As an example of the
obtained results, let us dcscribe thc structurc of thc elliptic huH [11."(.

Let L(t) be a (2n - 2)-dinlensional affine subspacc in lR2n passing through the point ,(t)
and spanned by thc vectors ,'(t)"",,2(n-l)(t). Then we have a luap r"'Y: (P \ Diag) -+
lR2n sending an n-tuple of pairwise different points (h"", tn ) E r n to the intersection
L(t l ) n ... n L(tn-d n L(tn). Obviusly, r, is invariant w.r.t. the action of the sylnmetric
group 6 n on rn by pernlutation of coordinates.

The map r extends continuously to the Sn-invariant luap r, :rn -+ lR2n (in particular,
r "'Y(t, t, ... , t) coincides with ,(t)).

PROPOSITION. The elliptic hull E:1I."'Y of a curve, is thc convex hull of the image r ,(rn) =
r ,(rn j6 n ) and its Euclidean volume can be cxpressed by the integral

(3)

Recall that using (2), Schocnberg has proved thc following interesting isoperimetric in
equality for convex curves

(4)

where l, denotes the Euc1cdian length of ,. Moreover, he has shown that this estimation is
sharp and the equality holds only for the curve (1) up to a parallel shift, a homothety and
an orthogonal transformation of IR2n.

The main motivation of the present study was an attempt to generalize Schoenberg's
inequality for the case of elliptic (and more general Young) hulls. Unfortunatcly, at the
present moment this goal still remains unachicved cven for the elliptic hulls. We hope to
return to this problein in the future.

CONJECTURE. An estinlate of the form

( where "'11. is sorne constant elepending on J-L only) is valid for all Young hulls of a curve ,.
Moreover, the equality holds only for the curve (1) (considered up to a homothety and the
group of rigid motions of IR2n ).

The structure of the paper is as follows. In §1 wc prove SOUle basic facts about Yli,(J-L),
in particular 1 find a special ruled hypersurfacc bounding Yli"'Y (J-L) and describe the minimal
convex subset spanning Y1I.,(J-L) anel its dual as its convex hull. In §2 we present an integral
formula for V ol ([1i"'Y)' Finally, in §3 we ca1culate explicitly the volume of the elliptic hull of
the generalized nonualized ellipse in IR4

•
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§1. GENERALITIES ON CONVEX CURVES

Boundness.
We start with the following simple proposition.
1.1. LEMMA. For a convex "( : S I --t IR2n every Young hull Y1i, (J1.) is a bounded convex

domain.
PROOF. It suffices to show that &1i, is bounded since it contains all other Young hulIs.

One has to show that for every point P lying outside a sufficiently big ball containing ,
there exists an osculating hyperplane to , passing through p. This is equivalent to finding a
hyperplane Hp passing through P and tangent to ,. Taking a pont p as above we can find a
hyperplane Hp through P not intersecting , at all. Now fixing some codimension 2 subspace
hp C Hp through p we can take the peneH of hyperplanes containing hp. Since Hp does not
intersect , this family of hyperplanes contains a hyperplane tangent to ,.

o
J.L-discriminants.

DEFINITION. Given J-l = (kr, ... , kr ), :L k i = 1n we caU a curve, : SI --t IRffi J.L-generic if for
any T-rupIe of pairwise different points (t 1l ... , tr ) the 81Janning affine space L~ (t 1l ... , tr ) pass
ing through "((tl) 1 ,(t2), ... ,"((tr) and containing ,'(lt) 1 •• ',1'(k l -2) (lt), ')" (t2), ... , ')'(k:l-2) (t2), ... ,
')'(k r -2) (tr ) has codimension r + 1.

Oue can easily check that J.L-generic curves fornl an open dense subset in the space of all
maps SI --+ lRm .

D EFI NITI 0 N. Given a Young diagranl J.L = (k 1 2:: k2 2:: ... 2:: kr ), :Li ki = m we caU by the
J-L-discriminant D,(/-L) of a J-l-generic curve , : SI ----t IRin the rllled hypersurfaee obtained as
the closure of the union of all spanning affine subspaces LJ~(tr, ... , t r ).

REMARK. If /-L = (m) then we get the standard diserinlinant D, (also ealled the swallowtail
or the front of ,), Lc. the hypersurfaee ruled out by the faInily of (m - 2)-dimensional
oseulating subspaces. In a neighborhood of a generic point of , (where all m derivatives
,'(t), ... , ,(m)(t) are linearly independent) a genn of D is diffeonlorphie to a germ of the
usual diseriIninant eonsisting of all polynonlials of degree m, with multiple zeros. If, is
globaUy nondegenerate, Le. ,'(t), ... , ,(m)(t) are linearly independent for any t E Sr then for
any_point P E jRm \ D, and any hyperplane H1) through p the loeal multiplicity of intersection
of Hp and , does not exeeed 2.

1.2. PROPOSITION. Given a convex curve , : SI ----t lR2n and a diagram J1, = (k1l "'l kr ),

L: k i = none gcts that Yll.,(/l") eoincidcs with a convex eonnceted component of the eOill
plement jR2n \ D, (2 J-L) where 2/-L = (2k1 , ... , 2kr ) is thc 'doubled' diagram of area 2n.

P ROOF . Proposition follows imInediately froIn lenuuas 1.3-1.4.
o

DEFINITION. Thc intcrseetion of thc Young J-L-huH Yll,(/-L) of a curve , with a given
support hyperplane is called thc chamcteristic set of this hyperplane.

The eharacteristic set of a support hyperplane is convex (as the interseetion of 2 convex
sets).

1.3. LEMMA. Thc boundary of the Young J.L-hull Y1i,(JJ,) of, is the closure of the union
of eharacteristic sets of all support J-L- hyperplanes to ,.

PROOF. The eharacteristic set X of a givcn hyperplane 7r ean not eontain interior points
of Y = Y1i,(J-L) since Y lies on one side of 7r. Henee, ..-\ belongs to the boundary DY.

Conversely, let p E 8Y. Then there exists a sequence of points Pi tt. Y and j.1.-hyperplanes
7ri, i = 1, ... , such that Pi and Y lie on the different sieles of 7ri and limi-4oo Pi = p.
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Taking subsequences of hyperplanes we can assunlC that therc exists limi-..oo ?Ti = 1T. Then
the hyperplane 1T is a support hyperplane to,. Thc point p and the set Y have to lie on
different sides of 1T. Hcnce, p E 1T n Y and p E Y.

o
1.4. LEMMA. The charactcristic set of a support tL-hypcrplane tangent to 'Y at ,(tl)' ... , 'Y(tr )

belongs to the spanning affine subspace L ~ (t1, .,., t,».
PROOF. Let D[ull ... ,Ur, v] be the detenninant of order 2n of the matrix consisting

of ,(t2) -,(t1), ... ,,(tr) -,(t1),,'(td, ... ,,(2k l -2)(tl), ... ,,(tr), ... ,,(2kr-2)(tr),u1,""Ur,V.

Then for any small ~1, ... , ~r the support J-L-hyperplanc tangent to , at ,(tl + ~1), ... , ,(tr+
~r) defined by the equation F(x, ~l, ••• , ~r) = 0 whcre x E IR2n and

F(x, ~1l ... , Lir) = D['Y(2k1 -l) (h), ... , 'Y(2kr-l) (t r), x - 'Y(td]

+ D[ (2k 1 )(t) (2k 2 -1)(t) (2k,.-1)(t ) , (t )] I\. +, 1,'Y 2,···,'Y ',' ,X-'Y '1 L,11 ...

+ D['Y(2kl-l)(h), ... ,,(2kr-l-l)(tr_d,'Y(2kr-l)(tr),x - ,(h)]~r + ...

If x lies on the support hyperplane 1T tangent to 'Y at 'Y (t l ), ... , 'Y(tr) and does not belong
to the subspace Ljj(tt, ... , t r ) then F(x, 0, ... ,0) =j:. 0 and there exists i E [1, ... , r] such that
aF / a~i (x, 0, ... , 0) =j:. °(since 'Y is convex and the arca of J1. equals n). Hence one can find
~i < °and ~t > 0 such that

F(x, 0, ... , 0, ~i, 0, ... , O)F(x, 0, ... , 0, ~t, 0, ... , 0) < O.

Therefore x can not belong to the characteristic set of 1T.

D
REMARK. Appearently for a convex , : SI ---1 lR2n the cOluplelnent lR2n \ D,(2/-L) contains

a unique convex connected cOluponent.
EXAMPLE 1 (useful although thc source is IR instcacl of SI). Consider the usual rational

normal curve ~m : lR -+ lRm , t ---1 (mt, (';)t2, ... , (';)tm- l , tm). Idcntifying IRffi with the space
'.l30[m of all lllonic polynonlials x m + alXm-1 + ... + (Lm in thc obvious way onc identifies
the curve €m with the I-paralneter family of polynontials (x + t)m. The elliptic hull f,1it,tn
consists of all strictly elliptic polynomials, i.e. polynomials with no real zeros. (&1lt,tn is
nonempty only for even 7n.) The last observation motivates the term 'elliptic hull of ,'.

Dual domain and convex skeleton.
For any nondegenerate , : SI ---1 lRffi one can defillc its dual," : SI --+ (JPffi)'" considering

IRffi as the standard affine chart in pm.
D EFIN ITION. The curve ,'" : SI ---1 (pm) '" such that 'Y '" (t) is the hyperplane spanned by

" (t), ... , , (ffi -1) (t) is called the dual curoc to t he nondegenerate curve ,.
REMARK. The dual to a convex curve is a convex curve, see e.g. [Ar].
Given a convex closed dOlnain n c lRffi C pm (here 'convexity' means that with any two

points PI, P2 the set n contains the whole segment (PI, P2) C IRm) one defines the dual convex
domain as folIows.

DEFINITION. The dual convex domain 0'" C (prn)* is the closure of the set of all hyper
planes not intersecting O.

REMARK. One can easily check that 0'" lies in sorne affine chart of (pm)'" and is convex
there in the usual sense. Namely, fixing a point 1) in thc interior of 0 we get the corresponding
hyperplane H; c (pm) ... Obviously, 0'" C (pm)", \ H

1
:.
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Now we will dcscribe thc minimal subset the convcx hull of which coincidcs with the
domain dual to some Young huH Yti'../J-L).

DEFINITION. Given a convex , : SI -t lR2n anel an n-tuplc of pairwise different points
(tl, t2, ... ,tn) E Tn \ Diag we call by the associated rnfLp r, : Tn \ Diag -+ IR2n the map
sending (tl, t2, ... , tn ) to thc interscction point n~=1 L(td wherc L(t) denotes the (2n - 2)
dimensional subspace passing through ,(t) anel spannccl by ,'(t), . .. , ,(2n-2)(t).

Convcxity of , provides that this intersection is a point for any choice of (tl, t2, ... tn) E
TU \ Diag. (Note that L(t) are subspaces ruling out thc swallowtail D"Y")

DEFINITION. Ey the convex skeleton CSk, of a convex , : SI -t lR2n we denote the

closure of the image of the associated lnap Ut
t

, ••• ,tnETn\Diag r, (tl, t2, . .. , t n).

1.5. LEMMA. The associated map r"Y : (Tn \ Diag) -+ lR2n cxtends continuously to the
Sn-invariant lnap r, : Tn -+ IR2n where as before Sn is the synunetric group acting by
permutation of coordinates of TU.

PROOF. One can easily see that convexity of, : SI -+ lR.2n ilnplies (and is in fact equiva
lent) to the following property. For any r-tuplc ofpoints ,(lI), "",(tr) there exists and unique
hyperplane passing through these points and tangent to , with the total multiplicity 2n dis
tributed in any way betwecn ,(tt), "",(t r ). In our case llsing thc dual space one gcts that thc
intersection of subspaces n~=1 L(ti) corresponcls to thc hyperplane H t1 ,... ,tn C (p2n). tangent
to the dual curve ,. at ,·(tt), ... , ,·(tn ) with the Illultiplicity 2 at each point. Note that if
, is convcx then ,* is also convex. The closllre of thc set U(tl, ... ,tn)ETn\Diag H(il, ... , in),
obviously, is tbe closed set of hyperplanes tangent of ,* with the even local multiplicity at
every point. Going back to IR2n we get the required result.

o
EXAMPLE 2. The convcx skeleton CSk€~lI in thc cxalnplc 1 is the set of all polynomials

of the form (x - h)2 ... (x - tn )2.
1.6. COROLLARY. Thc rnap r, :Tn jBn -+ lR2n sends TU jSn homeomorphically onto

CSkry.
PROOF. It suffices to show that r, : rrn jSn ---t lR2n is a I-l-map. This again follows

from thc fact that for a convex ,* and a pair (t;, ... , t~" k~, ... , k~,) and (t~, ... , t~lI, k~, ... , k~II)'

L: k~ = n and L: kr = n the hyperplanes H 1 tangent to 'Y at (t;, ... 1 t~/) with the multiplicities
(2k~, ... , 2k~,) and H 2 tangent to , at (t~, , t~l) with the multiplicities (2k~, ... , 2k~lI) are
different unless (t;, ... , t~l, k~, ... , k~,) = (t~, , t~lI' k~, ... , k~II)'

o
The above homeomorphisIll provides the following natural stratification of CSkry into

strata enumerated by the Young diagrams of area n. Fixing a partition /-.L = (k1 ;::: k2 ~ ... ~

kr ), L: k i = niet us denote by CSk,(J-L) the closure of thc set of all intersections n~=l L ki (ti)
where (h, ... ,t r ) are pairwise different and L ki (ti) is thc subspace passing through ,(t) anel
spanned by ,'(id, ... ,,2(n-kd (td. Obviously, diIll CSk'Y(J.L) = rand different strata CSk"Y(/-.L)
form the stratification of CSk, with the adjaccncy coinciding with the reverse lexicographic
partial orcler on the set of all Young diagrams of area n. Namely, a stratum CSk,(kl, ... , k r1 )

is adj acent to CSk, (k~, "'l k~~) iff the partition (kI, ... , kr1 ) is SIllaller than (k~, ... , k~~) in the
lexicographic order.

1.7. LEMMA. The convcx skeleton CSk, (and each stratum CSk,(kll " , kr )) is a weakly
convex set, Le. it lies on thc boundary of its convex hull.

PROOF. We will prove by induction on n that CSk, lies on the boundary of Eti, and
therefore is weakly convex. Base of induction, n = 1. In this case , is a convex curve on lR2

and thc statement is obvious.
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Step of induction. Let us assume that thc statClnent holds for n ~ N and consider a
convex curve , in JR2N+2. Let us show that all intcrsections n~il L(tj) belong to 8E1i'Y'
Fixing tl let us take the following curve ,tl C L(h). Nalnely, ,tl : SI -t L(t1 ) obtained as
the projection of, along the family of 2-dimellsional subspaces through r(t) containing r'(t)
and r"(t) on L(tt}. One can show that ,tl is a Slllooth convex curve in L(tl)' Moreover,
E1i'Ytl coincides with &1i'Y n L(t1 ). This follows frorn the fact that the intersection of an
osculating subspace to , restricted to L(tt) coincides with the osculating subspace to ,tl at
the corresponding point. Thus the closure of the union of interscctions n~l L(ti) coincides
with CSk.ytl' Since ,tl is convex in JR2n everything is proved for t 1 . Varying t 1 we get the
necessary statement.

D
N ow we are in position to characterize thc dual dornains to Y1i'Y (J-L).
1.8. PROPOSITION. For any convex , : SI -+ }R2n and any diagralll J-L of area n the dual

domain Y1i~(fl') coincides with the convex huH of the straturu CSk'Y" (J-L"') where JL'" is the
dual Young diagram, Le. obtained by making rows into columns.

PROOF. By definition the boundary of thc dual donlain Y1i~(J-L) consists of all support
hyperplanes to YH.'Y(J-L). One checks immediatcly that the union of all support J-L-hyperplanes
to , forms CSk'Y" (jL*). Fixing a point p in thc intcrior of Y'H'Y(IL) one gets that Y'H~(J-L) C

(p2n)* \ H;. For any othcr support hyperplane to , its halfspacc not containing ,lies in the
union of halfspaces cut off by thc j1.-hyperplanes. This llleans that the hyperplane itself as
thc point in the dual space lies in the convex hull 0 feSk'Y" (J-L*) in (lP2n ) * \ H; .

D
oBSERVAT ION. The stratum C Sk'Y (J-L) is nlinimal, i. e. none of its point p lies in the convex

huH of CSk..,. (JL) \ p.
PROOF. Interpreting a point p E CSk'Y (J-L) as a support hyperplane of the fl,* -type to,* one can easily check that in thc case of convex , a positive linear combination of 2 such

hyperplanes is again of J.L* -type if and only if these hyperplanes coincide. (Using interpretation
with disconjugate linear ODE, see e.g. [BSh] one can think of support hyperlanes of J-L"'-type
as of nonnegative 21T-periodic solutions to a certain linear ODE having exactly T zeros of
lllUItiplicity 21.Li, ... ,2J-L; at sonle points tt, ... ,tr on thc period [0 l 21T). This interpretation
Inakes the observation obvious.)

Y'H'Y (J-L) as a convex huH.
Finally, we describe Y'H, (J-L) as thc convcx hull of SOllle special set in the initial space

IR2n. Let us return to the hypersurface D'Y(2tL) rulcd out. by codimension r + 1 subspaces
L~(tb ... , t r ).

DEFINITION. We call the set of subspaces L'L(tj, ... , t~), L'L(ti, ... , t;), ... , L~(tf., ... , t~)
essential if the interscction nf=1 L ~ (ti ,...,t~) is a point. This intcrsection point itself is called
essential and, finally, the closure of the union of all essential points is called the essential J-L-set
Ess'Y (J.L) of,.

1.9. PROP OSITI 0 N. For any convex "y : SI -+ IR2n and any diagraIn J-L of area n thc Young
huH YH.'Y (J.L) is the convex huH of Ess, (JL).

In particular, one has
1.10. COROLLARY. For any convex , : SI -+ JR2n thc clliptic hull E1i'Y is the convex huH

of CSk,.
To prove statement 1.9. we nced the foHowing definitions.
DEFINITION. A support hyperplane H to a convcx domain n is called flexible if there

cxists a subspace h c H of codimension 2 such that all hyperplanes containing hand lying
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sufficiently elose to H are support hyperplanes. A support hyperplane which is not flexible
is ealled rigid.

OBSERVATION. Obviously, the union of all rigid support hyperplanes to n is the minimal
weakly convex set spanning ,0* as its eonvex huH.

P ROOF 0 F 1.10. The boundary of Ytl"( (J1-) consists 0 f all suPPOft hyperplanes to Ytl; (/-L) .
By proposition 1.8. the set Y1i; (J.L) is the convex hull of CSk'Y. (j.l*). Therefore any hyper
plane intersccting CSk'Y. (tl*) at some points corresponds to the point in the initial space

eontained in SOlne intersection n~=l L~(tL ... , t~). Assunle now that Hp is a support hy

perplane to Y1i; (J1.) such that the corresponding intersection n~j=1 L~ (ti, ... ,t~) is at least 1
-diInensional. Choosing in this intersection any line through p one gets aI-parameter family
of supporting hyperplanes used in the definition of flexibility. Thus Hp is flexible and is not
included in the nlininlal weakly convex set of Y1i; (J1.). On thc other side using induction
similaI' to the one froln 1.7 oue can show that each point in Ess'Y(/1,) lies in 8Y1i"((J1.).

o
EXAMPLE 3. Any elliptic polynomial is a convcx linear combination of polynomials of thc

form (x - tt}2 ... (x - t n )2.

EXAMPLE 4. The intersection of L(In)(t ll ... , tn ) with the convex hull e1l'Y of a curve ,
is the (11. - 1)-dimensional simplex with vertices at points ,(tl), ... , ,(tn).

EXAMPLE 5. The interscction of L(n)(tt} = L(td with thc eHiptic hull &1i"'( of a curve, is
thc set bounded by thc hypersurface in L(tI) consisting of all intcrsection points of subspaces
L(t I ) n ... n L(tn) for all n-tllple of pairwise different points (tll . .'. ,tn) on , with tl fixcd.

EXAMPLE 6. The intersection of L(l,2)(tI, t 2) with the Young huH Y1l'Y(l, 2) of a eurve,
in ]R6 is the set bounded by the surface consisting of all intersection points with L(I,2) (t3' t4)
where (t3, t4) are varying.

§2. INTEGRAL PRESENTATION OF VOLUME OF c1l'Y

Let as above r l' : Tn --+ ]R2n denote the Sn-invariant associated lnap parameterizing the
convex skeleton CSk'Y' We use the convcntion that r 'Y(h, ... , tj), j < n means that thc last
variable tj is repeated n - j + 1 times.

2.1. PROPOSITION. Thc family of simplices spannecl by r 'Y(t I ), r ,(h, t2), ... , r l' (tI, ... , t n )

where (tl, ... , tn) E Tn 'parametrizes' thc bOl1ndary 8tH'Y' Nalnely, each generic point on
8c1i'Y belongs to exactly n! such simplices.

PROOF. Induction on n. For n = 1 each point of a convex , is passed exactly onee when
t runs over SI. Assume that the statement holds for n ::; N and consider a convex curve
, : SI --+ ]R2N+2. A generic point p E 8t1i'Y belongs exactly to N + 1 codimension 2 subspaces
L(t I ), ... , L(tN+I)' Take L(td and the projected curve ,tl: SI --+ L(tI) introduced in the
proof of 1.7. One has p E 8ctl'Ytl and thc fanüly of (N - l)-diilnensional simplices for ,tl is
obtained from the fanüly r 'Y(td, r "((tl, t 2 ), ••. , r 'Y(t il ... , tn) whcre (tI, ... , tn) E rn by fixing
hand varying t2, ... , tN+I. Thcrefore by the inductive hypothesis in the restricted family of
simplices one covers p exactly N! times. Rcpeating the argunlent for t2, ... , tN+l one gets
that the whole family covers p exaetly (N + I)! tünes.

o
2.2. PROPOSITION. Olle has thc following integral presentation for Vol(t1l"'()
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PROOF. Consider the n-pararneter family of (n - l)-dimensional simplices ß(h, ... , tn)
spanned by all n-tuples of vertices r ')'(tl), r ')'(tl, t2), ... , r,(tl, ... , tn), (h, ... , tn) E Tn. By
the above proposition a generic point on acH')' is covered by this parametrization exactly n!
timcs. Consider now thc element dw of area of 8E:H-y svcpt out by the small deformation
of ~ (t I, ... , tn) when (t b ... , tn) are varying in Tn. Up to infinitesiInals of higher order dw
coincides with thc arca of the polytope spanned by r ,(td, r ,(h, t2), ... ,r "Y(tl, ... , tn) and an
other 2n vertices of the form r ,(tl + E1dh, t2 + E2dt2, ... , tn + €ndtn) where each EI, ... , €n is
an arbitrary n-tuple of O's and 1'so (We do not need to vary the vertices r 'Y(t1), r ..,.(tl, t2)
, ... , r ..,.(tl, ... , tn-l) since their small deformations belong to the subspace L t1 of codimension
2 and contribute to the lügher order infinitesiInals in dw.) Now placing the origin 0 inside
EH..,. we cau present the voluIne element dV of the cone over dw as the volume of thc poly
tape II spanned by 0 and thc above vertices. The last group of 2n vertices of II form thc
n-dimensional parallelepiped up to the highcr order infinitcsilnals. Let us split this paral
lelepiped into n! n-dilnensional simplices and consider 11.1 2n-elimcnsional simplices spanned by
each of these simplices anel the rest of the verticcs 0, r ')' (t I)' ... , r ')' (t I, ... , t n ). Volumcs of these
2n-dimensional siInplices coincide with cach other up to thc higher order infinitesitnals. Take
oue of these simplices, nalnely the one spanned by 0, r ,(tl)' ... , r ')'(t b ... , tn-l)' r ,(h, ... , tn),
r ..,.(tl +dtl , t2, ... , tn), r "Y(h, t2+dt2, ... , tn), ... , r ,(lI, t2, ... , tn+dtn) with the same conveution
as above. Its volume Vol(Simp) with the appropriatc oricntation equals

(6)

Let us write r ..,.(tl, ... , ti +dti, ... , tn) ~ r ')'(tl, ... , ti, .", tn) +dti ar](tl !8~!iti!... !tn) anel substitute
it in (6). The volume of the whole polytope rr is equal to n!Vol(Simp). Integrating against
Tn anel taking iota account the fact that our paramctrization covers aE:ll..,. exactly n! times
we get the above integral formula (5).

o

§3. ApPENDIX. VOLUME OF f,H')' FOR NORMALIZED ELLIPSE IN IR4 .

PROPOSITION 3.1. If / is a normalized generalizcd ellipse in IR4 , Le. ,= (sinx, cosx,
1/2sin2x, 1/2cosx) then

PROOF. Let 1 be a convex curve in JR4. Then
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Therefore

where
d, d2, d3,

W(t) = det(,(t), -d (t), -d2 (t), -d3 (t)).
t t t

Integration by parts leads to

Let, be the generalized Lissajoux eurve

,(t) = (1/k sin kt, 1/k eos kt, I/I sin lt, I/I eos lt)

where k,l are natural numbers, k < l. Then

l2 - k2
~l = lk (k(l- eosls)sinks -l(l- cosks)sinls)

l2 _ k2
= lk (eos(l - k)t - eos(l + k)t) «l + k) sin(l - k)t - (l - k) sin(l + k)t) ,

1
~2 = kl (l2 (1 + eos ls)(1 - eos ks) + k2(1 + eos ks) (1 - eos ls) - 2kl sin ks sin ls)

= ~I ((l + k) sin(1 - k)t - (I - k) sin(1 + k)t)2 ,

~ = 2kl(1 - eos ks eos ls) - (l2 + k2) sin ks sin ls

= (l + k)2 sin2 (l - k)t - (l - k)2 sin2(l + k)t,

whcre s = 2t = t2 - tl. The mapping r is well-defined (i.e. ~ = 0 Hf s = 0 mod 27T") if and
only if l - k = 1. In thc last ease
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where

(2k + 1) sin t - sin(2k + l)t
g(t) = (k(k + 1) ((2k + 1) sin t + sin(2k + l)t)'

(2k + 1) (eos t - cos(2k + l)t)
f(t) = k(k + 1) ((2k + 1) sin t + sin(2k + l)t)'

df 4(2k + 1) sin t sin(2k + l)t

dt = ((2k + 1) sin t + sin(2k + 1)t)2'

Note that sin(2k + l)t = h(t) sin t whcre

k (2k + 1)h(t) = "(_l)m (1 - cos2 t)m eos2(k-m) t.
LJ 2m+ 1
m=O

Therefore

1r(2k + 1)311r
/

2 (2k + 1 - h)2
Val &11.. = - hdt.

(')') 2k3 (k + 1)3 -rr/2 (2k + 1 + h)4

Change of variable z = tau t leads to the forrnula

where

11

is a polynomial of degree k.

Let us, for example, take k = 1 (or l = 2), i.c. considcr thc normalized ellipse, = 92 in
IR4

. Then

where

This gives

o

Im = 1+00

-----
-00

Val(&1i ) = 91f
2
J3.

')' 64

ifm = 1

if rn > 1.
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§4. FINAL REMARKS

Below we mention sonlC further questions.
1) Conjecture. For any 2 convex ,1 :SI --+ IR2n and Tl : SI --+ IR2n and a Young diagram

J-L of area n the pairs (lR2n , Don (J.L)) and (IR2
n, D-y'J (J-L)) arc hOlneolllorphic. In particular, all

the standard discrhninants D-y are homeomorphic.
2) Find thc projective analog of Schoenberg's incquality for the convex hull of a convex

curvc, Le. consider the Fubini-Study metric on IP2n instcad of the Eucledian structure.
3) Describe thc essential set Ess-y (J-l) for all I), and 0 btain a valunIe formula for all Y1i-y (J-L) .
4) Find vohune formulas for Y1i-y(J-L) for ,thc case whcn thc target space is pn with the

standard Fubini-Study mctrics;
5) Find volume formulas for the dual donlains Y1i;(p.. ), i.e. for thc convcx huUs of different

strata of CSk-y.
6) Find volume formulas of other componcnts of thc complement to D-y(J-L), say, for the

standard discriminant D-y in the Fubini-Stidy rnetric.
7) The final goal is to provc the conjecture formulated in thc introduction that fixing the

length of, one gets the lnaximal volurne of any Ytl-y(J.L) only if, is thc generalized normalized
ellipse.
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